
P R O G R A M S  



How do you read your program 
design? 
What is '40x0' or '30a1' or '5050'.  Explain tempo, 
give some samples of movements? 

Tempo prescriptions will come in a series of four numbers representing the times in which it 
should take to complete four stages of the prescribed movement.  In your program, the tempo 
prescription will follow the assigned movement, such as: 

Back Squat @ 31x1 tempo;  5 reps x 5 sets; rest 3 min bw sets  

The First Number – The first number refers to the lowering/eccentric phase of the lift.  Using the 
example above, the ‘3’ will represent the amount of time, in seconds, that it should take you to 
descend to the bottom of the squat.  It is important to note that the first number will always refer 
to the lowering phase of the movement, even if the movement begins with the ascending 
portion, such as a pull-up or ring row.  
The Second Number – The second number refers to the amount of time spent in the bottom 
position of the movement, the point at which you are static before transitioning between the 
eccentric and concentric portion of the movement.  In the Back Squat example above, the ‘1’ 
means that the athlete should pause for 1 second at the bottom of the Squat before beginning 
their ascent.   
The Third Number – The third number refers to ascending/concentric phase of the lift – in our 
example the time it should take you to get from the bottom of the squat back to the top.  The ‘X’ 
in our above example signifies the athlete to ‘explode’ out of the bottom back to the top of the 
lift. Of course, there will be times where the athlete may not be moving fast, but it is the ‘intent’ 
to move at maximal speed that counts. In another example let’s say the tempo read Back Squat 
@ 3121, then the athlete would take 2 seconds to return to the top. *Along with ‘X’, you may also 
see other letters used for the third number: ‘A’ (stands for assisted in eccentric training), or ‘J’ 
 (stands for jump, which is typically used for eccentric only pull ups). 
The Fourth Number – The fourth number refers to how long the athlete should pause at the top 
of the lift. In our Back Squat example that would mean the athlete should pause for 1 second 
before moving into the next rep. Let’s say, though, that our prescription was as follows: Pull-up @ 
21x2 tempo. This would mean that the athlete would then pause for 2 seconds above the pull-up 
before descending on a 2 second count back to the bottom of the lift.  
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What is A. B. C. versus A1. A2. A3? 

Below are two program  examples to help you better understand how to move through your 
program design.  

Example 1: 

A.  Squat Clean; 5 singles @ 83%; rest 2min  
B.  Back Squat; 5x5; rest 2min  
C. Russian Step-ups; 8-10 reps/leg x 3 sets; rest 1min bw legs  

In this example you move through exercise ‘A’ at the prescribed tempo, for the prescribed 
number reps, you then rest for the prescribed amount of time after the set is completed. For the 
example above that would mean you do one squat clean, then rest exactly 2 minutes before 
doing your second single. Once you have completed all of part ‘A’, you then will move on to part 
‘B’. As you did for part ‘A’,  you will move through part B at the prescribed tempo, for the 
prescribed number of reps, then rest for the prescribed time until you have completed all of 
your sets before moving on to part ‘C’. You would continue to move through the workout in this 
pattern until all part have been completed.  

Example 2:  

A1. Close Grip Bench Press; 4 sets x 12 reps; rest 1min  
A2. Strict TTB; 4 sets x 12 reps; rest 2min  
B1. Weighted Vest Ring Row; 4 sets x 8-10 reps; rest 90 seconds  
B2. Ring Dips, 4 sets x 12-15 reps, rest 90 seconds  

In our second example the athlete should move through exercise A1 at the prescribed tempo (if 
one is given), for the prescribed number of reps - in our case that would mean the athlete would 
do 12 reps of close grip bench without a tempo. The athlete then would rest for the prescribed 
time given, which would be exactly 1 minute. After the athlete has completed his/her 1 minute 
rest they should move on to ‘A2’, which in our example would mean they should do 10 strict Toes 
to Bar. Once they have completed 10 strict TTB, the athlete will then rest 2min before preceding 
back to A1. They will go through this sequence  until they have completed the required number 
of sets for part ‘A’. Once the athlete has completed all 4 sets of part ‘A’ they will then move on to 
part ‘B’ and follow the prescribed tempo/reps/sets/order.  

* Keep in mind that this style of workout could look like this with a variety of groupings: A1/A2/
A3/A4 and so on. Nothing will change for the athlete, they should simply follow the prescribed 
design in the manner above.  
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What are reps and sets?  
  
Example: 
Back Squat; 4-5 sets x 5 reps; rest 3 min b/w sets or 5 reps x 4-5 sets rest 3 min b/w sets

A rep is the number of times you perform a specific exercise, and a set is the number of cycles of 
reps that you complete. In the example above the design calls for the athlete to do 4-5 sets for 5 
repetitions within each set.  And a 3 min break between sets. So, the athlete would complete 4-5 
back squat reps, rest 3 minutes, then complete another 5 reps until they have completed all 5 
sets. 
  

What does a '+' sign mean in the middle of a 
workout?   

Example:  
A. Perform 2 sets of 10 feet of each of the foot strengthening drills in this video  
B. 6 sets of 20 sec A hold; rest 20 sec b/w legs  
C. 6 sets of 15 feet B walk; rest as needed b/w sets  
+ 
100m run @90% 
Walk 100m  
X10 sets 

In our designs, a ‘+’ means “rest as needed”. In the above example, you would perform exercises 
listed in A/B/C. Then, you rest as needed before starting the run intervals.  This time is built into 
your design so that you can properly warm-up for the next portion of your workout. Almost 
always, you should dedicate this time to a specific warm-up that will help you properly prepare 
for the next part of your training session. It is important to note that there may be times where 
you are not feeling at your best, whether you are hungry, need a nap, or just need to take a 
break, the  ‘+’ indicates that it is okay to take extra time to do that before beginning the 
designated design after the ‘+’. With that said, if you are an athlete that has 2 sessions in their 
daily design, you need to ensure that you are still getting adequate rest between AM/PM 
sessions. 
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Programs Referenced in 
Chapter 3 

The programs listed below for section 3 serve to illustrate a singular training session 
utilizing exclusively that movement tool.  When we get into chapters 5 and 6, as we discussed in 
chapters 5-6 of the course, training sessions are rarely that simple in real world programs, but 
below is an illustration of the movement being used for a specific purpose to get more familiar 
with how to prescribe sessions with that tool.  

Program 1- Loaded Stretching and End Range Lift Offs 
Goal of the session: Improve overhead mechanics in someone who wants to improve their 
snatch *Movements can be found here 

A. Quadruped shoulder flexion stretch; 1 min hold x3; rest 1 min 
B. End range isometrics from quadruped shoulder flexion stretch position; 10 seconds x3 per 
direction; rest 20 seconds between 
C. Seated overhead straddle stretch with bar; 2 min continuous hold x1 set 
D. End range isometrics from straddle stretch with bar position; 10 seconds x3 per direction; rest 
20 seconds between 

 * Session notes.  For both isometrics, slowly grade the effort of the contraction starting at a 3 out of ten and building to 

90% effort at the end of the last isometric 

Program 2- Joint Rotations 
Goal of the session: Daily movement maintenance 
Perform 3 slow controlled joint rotations 1 hour after waking and eating breakfast of the 
following: 
A. Cat/camel position neck rotations 
B. Tall kneeling unilateral shoulder rotations 
C. Dissociating scap rotations with arms by side 
D. Open hand wrist rotations 
E. Segmental Spine flexion/extension 
F. Seated knee rotational movement 
G. Seated ankle rotations 
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Program 3- Ground Based Movement  
Goal of the session: Lower systemic tension 
A. Soft dissociative leg lead roll; 5 rolls in both directions 
B. Soft dissociative arm lead roll; 5 rolls in both directions 
C. Accumulate 2 min in the following resting postures broken up as you like: 

• Butterfly sit  

• Seiza sit 

• 90-90 sit 

• Pike sit 

D. Perform 10 twisting squats in both directions 

Program 4- Movement Variation 
Goal of the session: Improve variability of box jumps and ability to coordinate skills under low 
fatigue levels in a CrossFit athlete 
6 rounds: 
Row 1000m @60 min row time trial pace 
20 box jumps 

In each set of box jumps, perform a different version of box jumps 
• forward box jump 

• lateral box jump 

• squat box jump 

• rotational box jump 

• box jump over 

• box jump over rotate on box  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Program 5- Breathing: Meditation 
Goal of the session: Restore baseline post intense training of athlete’s energy systems 

Lie down on your back, close your eyes, keep tension in your mid section low, focus on ensuring 
you are creating motion largely through the belly, and take a relax inhales with a slightly forced 
exhale for:  

2-3 sets of; 
10-20 Breaths  
Rest 1-2 mins b/t sets  

Program 6- Breathing: Positional Breathing  
Goal of the session: Strength of the inspiratory muscles 
Implement: Bands: knee wraps 
Tension Cue: Mid-line brace  
Orifice pattern: In nose-out mouth 
Spine orientation: Laying on back, feet elevated on box 
Stimulus type: Strength 

Wrap a knee wrap around your thorax.  Try to ensure you are not creating a corset level of 
tension that doesn’t allow air in, but give yourself enough resistance that you can notice more 
difficulty establishing an inhale.  From that position, with a mid-line brace perform: 
2-3 sets of; 
10-20 Breaths  
Rest 1-2 mins b/t sets  
* during the rest time, loosen the band to restore normal respiration 

Program 7- Breathing: Breath Retention  
Sit down in a seated pike position.  From that position, take a couple normal breaths to get 
comfortable and then blow your air all out without being forceful in the last 10% of your lung 
volume.  When you feel you are at the end of your exhale, hold your breath for as long as 
comfortable.  Do not strain or fight to hold your breath for too long.  When you need a breathe, 
calmly pull air through your nose and out your nose until you establish normal breathing again. 
 When you are ready, continue this cycle for a total of 5 sets working on having a tall posture and 
not creating panicked breathing.   
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8- Locomotion: Animal Walks/Flow 
Goal of the session: Reduce systemic tension in an athlete who needs to maintain movement 
freedom performed as a PM session after a morning of intense lifting. 

* For demonstrations of the movements go here 

33 minutes performed as 20 seconds of work, 40 seconds of rest moving through movements in 
this order: 
Set 1 - Ostrich walk 
Set 2 - Horse walk 
Set 3 - Duck walk 
Set 4 - Reverse duck walk 
Set 5 - Lizard Crawl 
Set 6 - Crab walk 
Set 7 - bunny hops 
Set 8 - bear crawl 
Set 9 - reverse bear crawl 
Set 10 - Monkey walks 
Set 11 - Panda rolls 

11- Locomotion: Gait 
Goal of the session: Improve running mechanics in a warm up for a conditioning training 
session to accumulate more run practice with less mileage placed on the body.  
A. Perform 2 sets of 10 feet of each of the foot strengthening drills in this video 
B. 6 sets of 20 sec A hold; rest 20 sec b/w legs 
C. 6 sets of 15 feet B walk; rest as needed b/w sets 
+ 
2 sets of 25 feet of the drills from this video; rest as needed b/w 
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12- Games/Play/Sports 
Goal of the training session for the group: Work on reactive ability, adapting to unknown 
circumstances, play, and get warmed up for a sprint training session.  

Spike ball game to 21.  After every 7 points, the rules of the game change through the following 
confines.  
1- Everyone plays with non dominant hand 
2- Everyone plays hopping/balancing on Left leg  
3- Everyone plays hopping/balancing on right leg 
4- Each time an athlete volleys the ball then must perform a burpee before touching the ball 
again 
5- One volley per team in every point must be played without hands (head, body, foot all 
acceptable) 
6- Every time a team loses a point, they must run 100yards.  The other team serves exactly 30 
seconds after the point so losing team must run fast enough to be back for the point.  
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Progressions of the Example 
Training Days from Chapter 6 
Section 1&2 
Squat Session from Chapter 6, Section 1&2 
1 min row 
1 min Ski 
1 min assault 
1 min C2 bike 
1 min jog/walk 
X4 all @110-130bpm 
+ 
A. Wall squat overhead lat stretch; 2 min hold + 3 sets of 10 sec iso  
B. Kneeling dorsi flexion strecth; 2 min hold + 3 sets of 10 sec iso  
C1. Hanging Bent knee L hold; amsap x3; rest 10 sec 
C2. Plate anterior loaded squats @3030; 10 reps x3; rest as needed to recovery 
D. Quadruped hip joint rotations - 2 slow controlled reps in both directions 
E. Squat matrix - 1 time through in every iteration  
F1. Duck walks; 25 feet x3; rest 10 sec 
F2. Back squats; 8 reps @3030 x3; rest as needed to recovery 
+ 
1 min row 
1 min Ski 
1 min assault 
1 min C2 bike 
1 min jog/walk 
X4 all @110-130bpm 
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1st Progression Example 
20 min amrap @60% effort working on positions and with a focus on body positions 
C2 bike 1k 
10 air squats with a variation of your choice from the squat matrix each rep 
10 band good mornings 
10 walking lunges 
10 unloaded hands overhead step overs 
+ 
A. Wall squat overhead straight arm band lat pull downs; 10 reps x4; rest 1 min 
B. Weighted dorsi-flexion stretch with 20# KB; 2 min hold + 3 sets of 10 sec iso hold in both 
directions (maintain heel contact and tension in the hamstring) 
C1. Hanging L hold (remember brace cues and dorsi-flexion carry over to your squat); amsap x3; 
rest 10 sec  
C2. Zombie squats @2020; 10 reps x3; rest as needed to recovery 
D. Standing hip rotations;  2 slow controlled reps in both directions 
F1. Goblet hold with a 20# KB Duck walks; 25 feet very slow and controlled maintaining heel toe 
contact, rigid mid line, arms as high as possible x3; rest 10 sec 
F2. Back squats; 6 reps @3010 x3; rest as needed to recovery  
+ 
20 min easy self directed cool down 
+ 
5 min laying diaphragmatic breathing work 
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2nd Progression Example 
Row 4 min easy 
Row 30 seconds @60% 
Row 10 seconds @70% 
Row 10 seconds @80% 
Row 10 seconds @90% 
Repeat that 5 min cycle on the ski, assault, c2 as your warm up 
+ 
A. Overhead squat;10 reps x3; rest to full recovery 
B.  Weighted dorsi-flexion stretch with 35# KB; 2 min hold + 3 sets of 10 sec iso hold in both 
directions (maintain heel contact and tension in the hamstring) 
C1. Weighted with 2# ankle weigthts per side L hold; amsap x3; rest 10 sec  
C2. Front squats @3010; 10 reps x3; rest as needed to recovery 
D. Dynamic walking hip circles; 2 slow controlled reps in both directions 
E. Single arm OH walking lunge; 10 steps x3/side; rest 1 min bw sets 
F1. Two arm DB front rack duck walks with 10# dumbbells; 25 feet with same rigidity cues from 
last week x3; rest 10 sec 
F2. Back squats; 8 reps @10x1  x3; rest as needed to recovery 
+ 
20 min self directed cool down to improve recovery time for next training session 
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Progressions of the Example 
Training Days from Chapter 6 
Sections 3&4 
Back Pain Program from Chapter 6, Section 3-4  
10 min easy C2 bike 
+ 
A1. Stability ball stir the pots; 5 slow controlled reps in both directions x3; rest as needed 
A2. Side plank; 45 seconds x3/side; rest as needed 
A3. McGill curl ups; 10 reps x3; rest as needed 
B. Arch body hold; 30 seconds x5; rest as needed 
C. GHD hip extensions; 10 reps + 30 sec isometric at end range x5; rest as needed 
D. Single leg wall assisted partial good mornings; 5 reps x3/side; rest as needed 
E1. Seated pike stretch 2 min x1- rest 0 
E2. End range isometric 3 sets of 10 sec in each direction; rest 30 sec bw isometrics 
F. Overhead plate hold high knee mini-band marches; 20 alt’ing steps x3; rest as needed 
G1. Quadruped hip joint rotations; 3 slow controlled reps in both directions x3; rest as needed 
G2. Bear crawls with tight mid line; 50 feet x3; rest as needed 
+ 
10 min amrap: 
10 cals C2 bike 
10 walking lunges 
20 single unders 
10 air squats 
+ 
5 min laying diaphragmatic breathing and 5 min ‘bracing’ self guided work 
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1st Progression Example 
C2 bike 4:30 easy 
C2 bike 30 seconds @tough aerobic effort 
x2 
+ 
A1. Single leg elevated stability ball stir the pots; 5 slow controlled reps in both directions x3; 
rest as needed  
A2. Side plank overarch isometric hold; 20 seconds x3/side; rest as needed  
A3. McGill curl ups with 10# D-ball on your lower abs; 10 reps x3/side; rest as needed  
B. Arch body rock; 20 seconds x5; rest as needed  
C. GHD weighted with 10# plate hip extensions; 10 reps + 30 sec isometric x5; rest as needed  
D. Single leg wall unloaded full range good mornings; 10 reps x3/side; rest as needed  
E1. Seated Loaded pike stretch with 10# plate behind back 2 min x1- rest 0  
E2. End range isometric 3 sets of 10 sec in each direction @~70% of max tension; rest 30 sec bw 
isometrics  
F. Hanging alternating bent knee raises; 10 alt’ing reps with a 2 sec isometric on each rep x3; 
rest as needed  
G1. Quadruped loaded hip joint rotations with 2# ankle weight; 3 slow controlled reps in both 
directions x3; rest as needed  
G2. Sled drag Bear crawls with tight mid line with 10# external loading; 50 feet x3; rest as 
needed  
+ 
6 min amrap: 
10 cals C2 bike 
10 empty barbell walking lunges 
20 single unders 
10 light goblet squats 
Rest 3 min 
x2 sets  
+ 
15 min self guided cool down.  Dictate your core priorities relative to how the back is feeling and 
what we’ve worked on to this point 
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2nd Progression Example 
C2 bike 5 seconds @90% effort sprint 
C2 bike 55 seconds easy 
x10 
+ 
A1. Tall kneeling KB halos; 5 slow controlled reps in both directions x3; rest as needed  
A2. Side body arch hold; 30 seconds x3/side; rest as needed  
A3. McGill curl ups with 20# medball on upper abdomen; 10 reps x3/side; rest as needed  
B. Arch body rocks; 30 seconds x5; rest as needed  
C. GHD weighted with 15# plate hip extensions; 10 reps + 30 sec isometric x5; rest as needed 
D. Single leg unloaded full range good mornings; 10 reps x3/side; rest as needed 
E1. Seated Loaded pike stretch with 15# plate behind back 2 min x1- rest 0  
E2. End range isometric 3 sets of 10 sec in each direction @~80% of max tension; rest 30 sec bw 
isometrics  
F.  Hanging alternating straight leg raises; 10 alt’ing reps with a 2 sec isometric on each rep x3; 
rest as needed  
G1. Standing hip rotation;; 3 slow controlled reps in both directions x3; rest as needed  
G2.  Sled drag Bear crawls with tight mid line with 20# external loading; 50 feet x3; rest as 
needed  
+ 
12 min amrap: 
10 cals C2 bike 
10 empty training bar OH walking lunges 
20 single unders 
10 DB thrusters 
+ 
15 min self guided cool down.  Dictate your core priorities relative to how the back is feeling and 
what we’ve worked on to this point 
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Progressions of the Example 
Training Days from Chapter 6 
Section 5&6 
Movement Maintenance Program from Chapter 6, section 5-6 
10 min easy jog warm up 
+ 
12 min animal walk warm up as: 
30 sec on/30 sec rest  
Two rotations mindfully through: 
Ostrich, duck, lizard, bear, crab, monkey 
+ 
A1. Turkish get ups; 2 reps per arm 35# x3; rest as needed 
A2. Parallete shoot throughs; 6 reps x3; rest as needed 
B1. Loaded pike stretch 2 min x1; rest as needed 
B2. Diagonal stretch; 2 min per side x1; rest as needed 
B3. Feet elevated back bridge stretch; accumulate 2 min in 20-30 sec intervals x1; rest as 
needed 
B4. Single arm plank to thoracic bridge; 3 slow controlled reps per side x1; rest as needed 
C1. Seated hip switch to extension; 3 slow controlled reps in both directions x1; rest as needed 
C2. Hollow body positional rolls; 3 rolls in both directions x1; rest as needed 
D. Squat matrix - 1 matrix performing 30 different squat stance variations to your maximum 
comfortable depth 
E. Lunge + reach matrix - 1 matrix on each leg with hand drivers: - reach, - rotate, - overhead 
lateral lean 
+ 
Controlled joint rotation sequence; 2 slow controlled reps of 2 movements on: 
Neck, Wrist, elbow, GH joint, scap, spine, hips, knee, ankle 
+ 
5 min laying diaphragmatic breathing 
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1st Progression Example 
15 min self guided warm up working on technique of movements in the following three videos: 
Gait Run Prep - A series 
Gait Run Prep - B series 
Gait Run Prep - Warm-Up Series 
+ 
4 min jog @120-140 bpm 
30 seconds @70% effort speed 
20 seconds @80% effort speed 
10 seconds @85% effort speed 
Walk as needed to restore HR below 110 
X2 sets 
+ 
A1. Turkish get ups; 2 reps per arm 53# x3; rest as needed 
A2. Tucked tick tocks; 6 reps x3; rest as needed 
B1. Medball slams; 10 reps x3; rest 1 min 
B2. Rotational med ball throws to wall; 5 reps x3/side; rest 1 min 
B3. Arch to hollow swings on rings; accumulate 6 increasing magnitude swings maintaining 
body line x3; rest 1 min 
B4. Single arm KB arm bar; 3 slow controlled reps per side x1; rest as needed 
C1. Tall kneeling band hip extensions; 10 reps x4; rest 90 seconds 
C2. Tuck front lever; 10 seconds x4; rest 90 seconds 
D. Box jump variation work; perform 14 continuous alternating steps of the first 4 movement 
variations from this video 
+ 
10 min self directed cool down 
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2nd Progression Example 
Sled warm up all with a moderate load 
200m moderate load forward marching  
100m backward  
50m Lateral R 
50m Lateral L 
+ 
A1. Single arm farmers walk; 50 feet x3/side; rest 30 sec 
A2. Single arm waiters walk; 50 feet x3/side; rest 30 sec 
B. Single arm KB snatch tech work - 10 minutes 
C. Backward and forward roll tech work 5 minutes 
D1. L-sit; amsap x3; rest 1 min 
D2. Pike position hs hold with feet on box and shoulder taps; 10 slow controlled alternating reps 
x3; rest 1 min 
E. 90 seconds accumulated in the each of the following resting postures in this video 
+ 
10 min self directed cool down 
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Example Breathing Sessions 
Programs from TTT Coach Kyle Ruth 

The following 2 session are written by TTT coach, Kyle Ruth.  The first is a positional 

breathing session focused on the ability to breathe with the arms overhead and the second is a 

sport breathing session.  See the forum for a thread dedicated to these two breathing sessions if 

you have questions or would like to stimulate a discussion.   

Program 1- Positional Breathing - Overhead 

A. Lying Flat on back w/ feet elevated to 90 degrees, perform 10 deep diaphragmatic breaths 

with hands overhead & scaps elevated 

B. Kneeling w/ hands on bench or low box, perform 10 deep diaphragmatic breaths while 

pressing lightly into shoulder flexion -- ensure that you are maintaining a fixed spine position 

throughout the breath 

C. Seated with spine against wall, perform 10 "wall-slides" inhaling as arms extend overhead, 

exhaling as arms return to start -- ensure that you are able to maintain fixed spine in this drill 

before moving on 

D. Hold onto a fixed gymnastics bar overhead, with feet flat on floor, perform 10 deep 

diaphragmatic breaths -- ensure that you are maintaining a fixed spine position throughout the 

breath 

E. Hold PVC Overhead, perform 10 deep diaphragmatic breaths -- ensure that you are 

maintaining a fixed spine position throughout the breath 

F. BB Overhead Hold, perform 10 deep diaphragmatic breaths @ light loads -- ensure that you 

are maintaining a fixed spine position throughout the breath   

Program 2- Sport Specific Positional Breathing Work - Thrusters 

A. 10 Breaths in bottom of active squat @3162 breathing cadence  

B. 10 Breaths holding barbell in front rack @3162 cadence (ensure optimal spine position) 

C. 10 Breaths holding barbell overhead @3162 (ensure ribs down) 

D. 10 Empty Barbell Thrusters slow controlled tempo, inhale down / exhale up 

E. 10 Empty Barbell thrusters slow and controlled tempo, exhale down, inhale up 

F. 10 Empty Barbell thrusters slow and controlled tempo, 3 sec pause at the top to breathe, hold 

breath through the movement 
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Programs from TTT Coach Evan Peikon 

The following two sessions are written to help you better understand how to prescribe 

and use a Spirotiger in a training session.  For more information, or to stimulate a discussion, 

please refer questions to dedicated forum thread.  

Program 1 - Spirotiger Endurance Breathing Session 
Take 50% of athlete's vital capacity tested w/ a Piko-6 meter. Ex) An athlete with a 5L vital 

capacity would use a 2.5L bag on the Spiro.  

  

With a spirotiger, perform 10-15 minutes of non stop breathing w/ a 20 breath per minute 

respiratory frequency.  

Program 2- Spirotiger Coordination Breathing Session 
Use a spiro bag measuring roughly 30% of an athlete VC.  

  

On week 1 start with 20 breaths for 5 minutes to establish a baseline, then make a pyramid w/1 

minute steps going up by 5 breaths/ min until you cannot complete a set. So, for example.... 

5 Min @20 RF 

1 Min @25 RF  

1 Min @30 RF 

1 Min @35 RF 

1 Min @40 RF (Failure) 

Then work down the pyramid as you came 

1 Min @35 RF 

1 Min @30 RF 

1 Min @25 RF 

5 Min @20 RF  

  

Once you can reach 40 breaths/ minute comfortable and work back down without an issues then 

you can start with 5 minutes @25 RF, and work in one minute steps up to 45RF and back down 

the pyramid and so forth.  
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Breathing Program Weekly 
Layout 

Monday 
Positional Breathing Strength 
Wrap a knee wrap around your thorax.  Try to ensure you are not creating a corset level of 
tension that doesn’t allow air in, but give yourself enough resistance that you can notice more 
difficulty establishing an inhale.  From that position, with a mid-line brace perform: 
2-3 sets of; 
10-20 Breaths  
Rest 1-2 mins b/t sets  
Notes * during the rest time, loosen the band to restore normal respiration 

Tuesday 
Breathing Endurance 
Take 50% of athlete's vital capacity tested w/ a Piko-6 meter. Ex) An athlete with a 5L vital 
capacity would use a 2.5L bag on the Spiro.  
  
With a spirotiger, perform 10-15 minutes of non stop breathing w/ a 20 breath per minute 
respiratory frequency. 

Wednesday 
Breath Retention 
Sit down in a seated pike position.  From that position, take a couple normal breaths to get 
comfortable and then blow your air all out without being forceful in the last 10% of your lung 
volume.  When you feel you are at the end of your exhale, hold your breath for as long as 
comfortable.  Do not strain or fight to hold your breath for too long.  When you need a breathe, 
calmly pull air through your nose and out your nose until you establish normal breathing again.  
When you are ready, continue this cycle for a total of 5 sets working on having a tall posture and 
not creating panicked breathing.   
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Thursday 
Relaxation Based Breathing Meditation 
Lie down on your back, close your eyes, keep tension in your mid section low, focus on ensuring 
you are creating motion largely through the belly, and take a relax inhales with a slightly forced 
exhale for:  

2-3 sets of; 
10-20 Breaths  
Rest 1-2 mins b/t sets 

Friday 
Sport Breathing Work 
A. 10 Breaths in bottom of active squat @3162 breathing cadence  
B. 10 Breaths holding barbell in front rack @3162 cadence (ensure optimal spine position) 
C. 10 Breaths holding barbell overhead @3162 (ensure ribs down) 
D. 10 Empty Barbell Thrusters slow controlled tempo, inhale down / exhale up 
E. 10 Empty Barbell thrusters slow and controlled tempo, exhale down, inhale up 
F. 10 Empty Barbell thrusters slow and controlled tempo, 3 sec pause at the top to breathe, hold 
breath through the movement 

Saturday 
Coordination Breathing Session 
From a butterfly seated position, elevate your butt if necessary to maintain good posture, 
perform 20 minutes of breathing performed as follows: 
2 minutes in the nose out the mouth with no brace 
2 minutes in the mouth out the nose with a 30% mid line brace 
2 minutes in both the nose and mouth, out both the nose and the mouth 
2 minutes with left nostril only (plug other with your hand) 
2 minutes with right nostril only (plug other with your hand) 
2 minutes in the mouth out the mouth with arms overhead 
repeat x2 

Sunday 
Relaxation Based Breathing Meditation 
OFF/repeat Thursday 

* See Forum Post Labeled “12 week IMT Breathing Program” for a full 3 month training protocol 
for breathing written by TTT coach Mike McGoldrick
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